
• Superior specification if compared with building 
control standards
• On site electricity generation
• Rain & Grey Water Recycling (Optional)
• Assembled in a local shed before placed on site.
• ‘De-skilled’ assembly encouraging local job 
creation.

• London housing crises: Shortage of affordable 
homes
• Increasingly challenging for young people to get 
on the property ladder
• Government starter homes program
• New national ‘exception site’ planning policy
• Affordable price on application

An innovative prefabricated 
highly energy efficient micro 
home placed over existing car 
parking areas:
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• Off–Grid using solar charged lithium battery storage (optional) 
Onsite water and waste treatment to EU bathing standards.

E-bike

What is a ZED POD?
A ZED Pod is a small, low cost, energy efficient 
home particularly intended as a starter home for 
young singles or couples. The Pods also provide a 
housing solution for nurses and junior doctors in 
hospitals, student accommodation and general 
housing needs. Within city boundaries, where land 
is scarce or expensive, the pods can be located 
on elevated platforms in car parks, avoiding 
the need to purchase land to create affordable 
homes. The Pod is built to extremely high energy 
efficient performance standards, exceeding the 
building regulations in all respects. It is a durable, 
permanent construction, but can be easily relocated 
at low cost and with minimal wastage if a site is 
redeveloped in future. By minimising the demand 
for energy and water, and placing a translucent 
waterproof solar canopy over the space between 
the homes, it is possible to provide zero energy 
bills for the these homes as well as providing zero 
emissions electricity to charge points integrated in 
the parking spaces. This de-carbonises the footprint 
of silent and nonpolluting electric cars, scooters and 
e bikes that are becoming increasingly popular for 
personal urban mobility.

Why ZED POD?
The development costs are reduced as there is no 
need for land acquisition. Furthermore, the high 
standards of insulation (surpassing current building 
regulations) and design of the ZED Pod means that 
it has inherently low running costs. Further benefits 
extend to the prefabricated nature of the pod, which 
significantly increases speed of construction without 
effecting the durability of the pod. A typical Pod 
community can be erected and commissioned in 
under a month, and within a week on sensitive sites.
The ZED Pods have integrated solar photo-voltaic 
panels (ZED Roof) which can in enough numbers 
create a solar farm without the loss of agricultural 
land. Over the lifetime of the project it is anticipated 
that ZED Pods has no net carbon footprint.

Who is ZED POD for?
The occupancy will vary depending on the location of 
the ZED Pods. The Pods flexible nature allows them 
to serve as short term accommodation, such as for 
holiday makers, as well as in a long term scenario for 
young professionals, or single people wishing to get 
on to the property ladder in an affordable manner. 

• Ground Floor Plan

• First Floor Plan

• Second Floor Plan
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Green Transport (Site dependant)

The ZED Pods have integrated solar photo 
voltaic panels (ZED Roof) which can, in enough 
numbers, create a solar farm without the loss of 
agricultural land. The solar farm has the potential 
to generate enough energy to not only power the 
accommodation units but also export electricity to 
the grid. This surplus of electricity can be used to 
power E-buses and E-cars, as well as E-bikes, helping 
to de-carbonise public transport. The associated 
benefits include reduced air pollution in the city 
centre through the reduction in diesel buses and 
petrol cars being used.

ZED Roof Electricity

ZED E-bike. Electric bikes are silent and 
low cost to run due to smaller lithium ion 
batteries. Standard pedal-powered public 
bike pools work well in inner city zones 
whereas longer travel distances in suburbs 
make cycling hard to sell to the general 
public. The incorporation of E-bikes can not 
only attract new inner city users, but also 
facilitate the incorporation of cycling as a 
mean of transport for longer commutes 

As well as charging cars from the excess 
electricity generated by ZED Pods on 
larger developments E-car pool schemes 
could also be incorporated.

E-bike parking space under the canopy

Re-usable Structure

The Pods are assembled in a factory and 
transported to site where they are placed on the 
raised base system. The base system does not 
damage the parking surface, hence facilitating 
the relocation  of the ZED Pod system to another 
location, should it become necessary.

Communal Space under the canopy

Double Height PODShanghai Art & Design 2016 - ZED POD

The most common typology to be moved outwards 
away from the centre is light industrial with 
associated workers housing. This is rarely served by 
public transport networks necessitating very large 
car parks to connect the workplace to large high 
rise dormitory suburbs.

More Cars
More Congestion
More Air Pollution

The ZED POD proposes moving the dormitory 
suburb direct to the workplace by building pop up 
workers villages above parking areas.

ZEDPODBenefits

Oxford is a historic city in the South East surrounded by protected countryside or green belt so that it is 
hard to find low cost housing plots within the city boundaries. The park and ride schemes already have 
excellent public transport connections directly to the city centre.
 
Gradually more and more vehicles will be plug in electric. As more EVs are used – the demand on the city 
electric supply will increase.

Put a large solar farm on existing tarmac surface without losing agricultural land or having to compromise the 
appearance of historic buildings in the city centre. This is a good way to de-carbonise the transport system, 
offering a way of powering plug in buses, private cars or even taxis with surplus solar electricity exported to 
the city grid. The associated benefits are reduced air pollution which arises  from diesel buses or petrol cars in 
the city centre. This has health benefits and reduced NOx and SOx increases the life of historic masonry and 
stonework. Every single parking space has an electric vehicle charging point.

Typical Park & Ride Site

Northern Section of typical park and ride
Site layout example (further information required)

Horizontal Circulation (Escape route)

Vertical Circulation
(One per block for bin store access)

Co-working Space

Communal Space

Amenity Space

Bus Stop

Pods

Ground Floor Plant 
(Location and numbers to be defined)

Components of a Pop-up village 

Single Pod  

Double Pod

Central Access Deck

Central PV Roof & Grid Connect

Link Bridge

Access Stair & Services (Drainage) 

Freestanding Garden Area

One disabled lift / Scheme

Electric Vehicle Charging Points

E-bike Pool

Community facility / Café
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